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MOTORIZED PAY-OFF MODEL SVM1400
MOTORIZED TAKE UP AVM1400
This type of pay-off SVM1400 and take up AVM1400 is particularly well designed for reels with minimum diameter 600mm to max
diameter 1400mm.
The machine consists of a base and a body which houses the reel.
The frame is entirely composed of high-strength aluminum sheets completely anodized in natural color, with a homogeneous matt
surface, resistant to scratches and corrosion in a lasting way, capable of absorbing vibrations.
The machine is frontally open to facilitating any type of operation.
The panels are held together by sliding dowels for fixing the screws and dynamic connection sets that ensure a very high resistance to
pressure.
All components are easily removable and completely recyclable as they are made of aluminum.
The movements of the reels lifting are performed by a hydraulic cylinder operated by a manual pump.
The motorization is adequate and ensures perfect motion transmission without loss of power.
A pneumatic emergency brake drives and stop the reel in case of problem.
The machine is completed with an electrical panel and a push-button panel.
TAKE-UP VERSION
The take-up version is same to the pay-off with the addition of an electronic traversing unit by a motor with precise winding.
This traversing cable guide system can be mechanical or electronic by a motor with precise winding.
The cable is guided to placement via a series of rollers made in black lightweight material.
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTIONS FOR SVM1400 AND AVM1400
Reels minimum diameter (mm)
Reels max diameter (mm)
Reel weight max (Kg)
Overall width min (mm)
Overall width max (mm)
Dimension of machine:
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Height (mm)

600
1400
500
600
950
1750
1200
1500
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